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MAGNIFIERS NZ : CATALOGUE
SLIDING LED MAGNIFIER:

Magnification: 3x, with LED light, sliding magnifier

VISOMED HAND HELD MAGIFIERS:

Hand-held non-illuminated magnifiers –
MZV50

4x magnification

50mm diameter lens round

MZV60

3x magnification

60mm diameter lens round

MZV80

2.5x magnification

80mm diameter lens round

MZV100R

2x magnification

100x50mm diameter lens rectangular

MZV100

2x magnification

100mm diameter lens round

Magnipro –

3x Dimmable Anti-Glare LED Magnifier (MZED12)

Key Benefits of our SMD LED Lights
Provide more even lit viewing area
35% Brighter and consume less power/energy than traditional LEDs
2X longer life span (50,000+ hours) than traditional LEDs
Anti-Glare and relieve your strain eyes
▶ Professional Quality Magnifying Lenses
Made of scratch resistant, shatterproof fresnel lens provides crystal clear and distortion-free image designed for people
with low vision, seniors, hobbyists and professionals.
▶ The Perfect Lens For Any Task
The 3X magnifying lens is ideal for reading and inspection, and examining small texts, images, and objects.
▶ Large Evenly Lit Viewing Area
Wide rectangular magnifying lens shape the way we naturally read, it's ideal for reading books, newspaper and
magazines and due to it's large viewing area(4.5 inch by 7 inch)you will enjoy minimal hand movement above the
objects.
▶ Illuminate While You Magnify
Equipped with 12 powerful, energy-efficient SMD LED lights built into the frame. The lights are perfect for nighttime
book reading and use in low light condition. The lights run on three AAA batteries; a new set of batteries can last for
months without changing because of its energy efficiency

Large 4.5 inch x 7 inch magnifying lens

3x Page Magnifier Anti-Glare LED (MZ1815)

THE MOST COMFORTABLE LIGHTING SYSTEM FOR YOUR EYES: This led magnifier is equipped with 12
anti-glare SMD led lights, which provide more evenly lit area than traditional LEDs, lighting does not focus on one
point rather scattered within an area.
★ LARGE VIEWING AREA WITH CRYSTAL CLEAR LENS: Optical grade magnifying lens covers large viewing
area without having your hands to move all the time, lens(viewing area) is measured 4.5""x 7"" and magnifies up to
300%. "
★ 12 ENERGY EFFICIENT SMD LEDs CONTROLLED BY DIMMABLE SWITCH: Our SMD LEDs are designed
to last 50,000+ hours not only provide more evenly lit and brighter viewing area but consume less power than
traditional LEDs so a new set of batteris would last longer.
★ LIGHTWEIGHT & ERGONOMIC DESIGN: The unit itself only weights 7 ounces, and the grip of this LED
magnifier is ergonomically designed for most hands,therefore, ideal for long reading time.
★BRIGHTER & BETTER FOR YOUR EYES: 35% brighter than traditional leds while consume less power/energy,
new set of batteries will last longer.

